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The second workshop on “Internationalized Domain Names for Local Content Development in 
Pakistani Languages” was organized by the Ministry of IT and Telecom on May 15-16, 2009 at 
the Center for Research in Urdu Language Processing (CRULP), National University of 
Computer and Emerging Sciences, Lahore. 

This was in continuation of a previous workshop on Internationalized Domain Names (IDNs) 
held at NUCES FAST, Lahore in April 2008, where a number of language and technical experts 
collaborated to create the first-cut language tables for different Pakistani languages including 
Balochi, Pashto, Punjabi, Saraiki, Sindhi and Torwali.  

The workshop was divided in two sessions (detailed agenda in Annex-A). On the first day, an 
open general public meeting was held where participants from all related fields of interest were 
invited for discussions on IDN related matters for Pakistani languages.  This was also advertised 
in the newspapers for getting interested people involved (Annex-C). The open discussion was 
followed on the second day by a closed meeting of a group of technical and language experts 
who provided recommendations for the resolution of the issues based on general public feedback 
on day one. List of attendees for each day is attached as Annex-B. 

The workshop commenced with an opening ceremony where Mr. Arif Aslam Kundi, Director IT, 
Ministry of IT and Telecom, Dr. Arshad Hussain, Director NUCES Lahore, Dr. Sarmad Hussain, 
Head CRULP and Mr. Adnan Saeed, Project Manager NIDU addressed the audience.  Efforts 
from NIDU for promotion of local content, including Cyber Library project, and other general 
initiatives by the Ministry of IT were highlighted.  The speakers also discussed the importance of 
IDNs. This was followed by a presentation session by Dr. Sarmad Hussain, giving an 
introduction to and issues faced by IDNs in Pakistani languages. The slides for this presentation 
are available at http://www.crulp.org/idn/IDN2009. The first session on day one was concluded 
with a presentation by Mr. Inam-ullah on the diversity of languages spoken in the northern areas 
of Pakistan. The following issues were highlighted in the context of IDNs. 

1. Character status revision  
2. Single vs. multiple language tables 
3. Confusability resolution 
4. Digits and mixing 
5. Label and character separator 
6. ccTLD string and gTLD translations 
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The second session on day one began with a discussion on issues identified in the previous 
session, one at a time. Suggestions from the audience were elicited regarding each issue and 
recorded for the discussion on second day. A closed group meeting was arranged on the second 
day where a smaller group of technical and linguistic experts (from the first day) participated. All 
the issues regarding IDNs were brought under discussion and recommendations for each were 
agreed through consensus. These discussions and recommendations are given in detail in the 
subsequent sections of this report.  

The meeting concluded with some general recommendations for the registries implementing 
IDNs for Pakistani languages.  

Discussion and Recommendations on Issues Related to IDNs for Pakistani Languages 

The issues taken into account for IDNs in Pakistani languages along with the discussion and 
decisions taken on each are presented in this section. 

1. Revision for Characters Status 

Arabic characters occupy the Unicode code blocks 0600..06FF, 0750..077F, FB50..FDFF and 
FE70..FEFF. IDNA 200x divides these characters into three categories: Protocol Valid 
(PVALID), Disallowed and Contextual characters.  PVALID characters can be used in IDNs 
and Disallowed characters cannot be used.  The Contextual characters are only allowed if the 
contextual rule defined for the character being used is present. The status of each character is 
derived using the properties associated with these characters in the Unicode standard. For 
example, if a character is a punctuation mark it is Disallowed, but if it is a character, it is 
PVALID. 

In case of Arabic script, however, there are some PVALID combining characters which are 
not required by script and/or language community. This is based on two observations. First, 
that these are not used in written language, and second that their use in IDNs might cause 
confusion and security risks. Such characters can be broadly classified into the following 
three classes. 

1. Quranic marks and stylistic/formatting characters (0616..061A, 06D6..06DC, 
06DF..06E8, 06EA..06ED) 

2. Honorific characters (0610..0614) 

3. Diacritics/ Harakat (064B..065E, 0670)   

In June 2008, the Arabic Script IDNs Working Group (ASIWG) proposed that the first 
category of combining characters including Quranic and stylistic marks be Disallowed at the 
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protocol level1. The primary reason for this proposition is that these characters are usually 
used in Quranic verses only, and are not needed for IDNs. As a result, these can be prohibited 
at script level for all languages using Arabic script.  Their usage may cause security 
problems, as most of these marks are diacritical, optional and can thus cause confusion for 
users, who may not be able to distinguist two websites, with and without these marks. 

For the second class of characters (honorifics), ASIWG decided not to ban them at protocol 
level, though suggesting that their use in IDNs be deferred to a time when security threats 
caused by them can be technologically mitigated.  

Similarly, for diacritics, the working group proposed not to disallow them at protocol/script 
level, rather limit their use in IDNs till technology advances to a point where security risks 
posed by these characters in IDNs can be handled. Both honorifics and diacritics can 
therefore be blocked at the registry level at this time. 

The following section presents an overview of the discussion on all classes of combining 
characters and the decisions taken by language community for status revision of these 
characters in Pakistani languages.  

(a) Discussion 

A couple of views exist on this issue. One of these is that honorifics are like punctuation 
marks and not required in domain names, therefore should be Disallowed. Another view 
is that honorifics are a means to follow cultural etiquette when addressing messengers 
and Prophet (p.b.u.h). If these are not allowed in IDNs, then the whole string has to be 

used (for example, صلى الله عليه وسلم in place of  ◌ؐ), which will make domain names longer and 

difficult to use. There is a general consensus towards keeping honorifics allowed at the 
protocol level and imposing restrictions at the registry level at this time. Based on this 
consensus, the following decisions are made. 

(b) Decisions and Recommendations 

The following recommendations are put forward. 

Quranic and Stylistic marks (0616..061A, 06D6..06DC, 06DF..06E8, 06EA..06ED) –  
Since Quranic marks are not used in writing by any of the Pakistani languages (Baluchi, 
Pashto, Punjabi, Saraiki, Sindhi, Torwali, Urdu, etc.), and their only use is in Quranic 
text, hence it is recommended that their status be changed from PVALID to 
DISALLOWED at the protocol level.  All agreed to ASIWG recommendation.   

                                                            
1 IDNA200X Review for Arabic Script Block.  
http://www.arabic-script-domains.org/wiki/Image:ASIWG_IDNA200X_Feedback_1.2.pdf 
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Honorifics (0610..0614) – Honorifics are used for salutations and required when 
addressing certain individuals, for instance, names of prophets and messengers.  These 
are essential part of the culture.  Therefore, these cannot be blocked at the protocol level. 
It is recommended, however, that these should be restricted at the registry level until 
confusability and security threats imposed by domain names containing honorific 
characters are resolved technologically at application layer.   

Diacritics (064B..065E, 0670) – Diacritics or Harakat are used in Pakistani languages to 
distinguish among the meanings of words. It is, therefore, recommended that their status 
be kept PVALID at the protocol level. Since the use of diacritical combining marks in 
domain names can lead to potential spoofing attempts at this time, their use should be 
restricted at registry level, allowing them when such security risks are take care of in the 
future. 

2. Single vs. Multiple Language Tables 

The first step in the deployment of IDNs in the Internet is the formation of language or script 
table. This table lists characters of a language and/or script which are allowed in IDNs for 
that language or script. In case of Pakistan, there are multiple possibilities.  The complete 
Arabic script table of Unicode could be allowed, but that will include many characters from 
Arabic and other languages not used in Pakistan.  The other extreme is to only include letters 
of one language in a table and make a table for each language of Pakistan, making more than 
66 language tables. A third possibility is to have a single table which collectively contains all 
and only the letters used by the languages spoken in Pakistan.  The following section 
discusses pros and cons of these approaches as raised during the discussions. 

(a) Discussion 

A single table containing letters from multiple languages is easier to maintain and any 
missing letters from languages can be added conveniently. It can accommodate all 
languages spoken across Pakistan without having to maintain separate tables for each 
one. Multiple tables, one for each language, are difficult to maintain. Every time changes 
are made to the table, a new version has to be released which is time-consuming if the 
process has to be repeated for all the languages. International community has gone 
through this exercise for character encoding, have a different code page for each 
language, and eventually converged to a single large table, called Unicode.  So there are 
real examples and we should learn from history. 

In addition to this, multiple tables may be difficult to implement at a single registry. The 
multiple-tables approach gets even more inconvenient from a registrant’s perspective for 
domain names containing copyright strings or trademarks. A registrant will have to 
register over all 66 language tables, if multiple tables (one for each language) exist.  It 
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will also be difficult to explain these details to a registrant and thus to implement multiple 
tables through registry. 

Conversely, creating one table listing letters for all Pakistani languages might 
compromise representation of certain languages. This happens when confusability 
between languages is resolved in a single table. For e.g. Sindhi code-point ڪ (06AA) and 
Urdu ک (06A9) are similar looking. If both characters are present in the same table, only 
one of the two strings (using one kind of Kaf) تاب  and کتاب can be registered. 
Confusability across languages is mitigated with multiple tables, since each language’s 
characters are represented in a separate table.   

(b) Decisions and Recommendations 

Based on the above discussion, it is decided that a single language table listing all letters 
needed for all Pakistani languages be developed.  The main reason was that it would be 
difficult to maintain separate tables for all languages spoken in Pakistan.  It was also 
realized that have one table will support most of the languages in the first go.  If separate 
tables had to be developed, only the major languages will be served in the near future and 
some less spoken languages may never be serviced.   

Confusability should be addressed at the registry level through policy, blocking or 
bundling confusable string on first come first served basis.  Copyright disputes should be 
handled through sunrise period and using standard dispute resolution procedure. 

3. Confusable Characters 

There are a number of characters in Arabic script that look visually similar. These can be 
similar in their initial, medial, final or isolated forms. Two types of confusability exist: shape 
confusability and composition confusability.  

Shape confusion is either caused by exact shapes of two characters (in any one of the four 
positions) or similar character shapes (where the two characters are slightly different). 
Example of characters causing exact-shape confusion in IDNs are (0643) ك and ک (06A9) 
having same initial and medial shapes. Characters such as ى (06CC) in Urdu and ۍ (06CD) 
in Pashto fall under the category of similar-shape confusable characters.  

Composition confusability exists among pre-composed/composite characters and their 
corresponding decomposed sequences. Both are exactly the same visually but yield different 

ASCII translations for IDNs. For e.g. ا = آ+ ◌ٓ. The following sections discuss methods to 

resolve confusability in IDNs and recommendations made in this regard.  
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(a) Discussion 

There is a general consensus that confusability in IDNs leads to security risks. One 
possible solution to this problem is collapsing/merging domain names containing similar 
looking characters (exact shape/similar shape/composite). This means that if a domain 
name is registered using one character, then the same name with an exact or similar shape 
variant cannot be registered. For e.g. if اب  ,in Urdu (ک)  is registered using letter Kaf کت
then ابڪ  is automatically bundled/reserved and vice (ڪ) using Sindhi letter Swash Kaf ت
versa.  

This can give rise to disputes over domain names containing confusable characters. 
However as mentioned earlier, dispute resolution can be done through registry policy 
(first-come-first-served, etc.). 

(b) Decisions and Recommendations 

Based on a general consensus, it is decided that confusable characters should be 
collapsed/merged together in same IDN strings. This should be done for all three kinds of 
confusability: exact shape, similar shape and composition confusability. 

Domain names should be available on a first-come-first-served basis, and copyrights 
should be handled through sunrise period.  Special names should be reserved, as per 
registry policy. 

Specific confusability cases need to be examined on a character-by-character basis and a 
list of these should be created.  This should be done by a smaller expert representative 
committee formulated by the Ministry of IT.   

4. Digits and Mixing 

Arabic script block contains two sets of digits namely Arabic Indic and Extended Arabic 
Indic digits. Unicode provides Extended or Eastern Arabic Indic digits for Persian languages 
including Pakistani languages. Thus, for languages using Arabic script, two digit sets are 
available for use in IDNs.  

ASCII digits are by default allowed for use in domain names and thus, can be mixed with 
Arabic digits. Therefore, there are two issues: which digit set(s) are allowed, and whether 
they could be mixed. 

(a) Discussion 

Mixed digits labels cause confusion among users. Although there may not be visual 
similarity in labels, yet users might perceive two mixed digits domain labels the same. 
For e.g. 123١٢٣ردوا and 123ردوا١٢٣, though unique, can be looked at as similar labels.  
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Digit mixing in a label can also lead to a combinatorial problem at the registry level 
where all combinations of labels with mixed digits have to be bundled, blocked or 
reserved.  

The digits set(s) which can be used in Pakistani language IDNs need to be decided. 
Among Pakistani languages, Urdu and Sindhi use different glyphs for digit four (۴  for 
Sindhi and ۴ for Urdu). ASCII set of digits (0,1,2…9) can also be used based on the 

context.  

Three viewpoints exist in this regard: (i) Only Arabic digits should be allowed, (ii) Only 
ASCII/English digits should be allowed, and (iii) Both Arabic and ASCII digits should be 
allowed.  

(b) Decisions and Recommendations 

It is common consensus that mixing of any two digit-sets be disallowed in IDNs for 
Pakistani languages.  

Both ASCII (0030..0039) and Extended Arabic-Indic (06F0..06F9) digits should be 
allowed and supported in IDNs for Pakistani languages.  The Arabic Indic set is not to be 
used for Pakistani languages. 

Also, ASCII and Extended Arabic Indic digits should be mapped to each other for 
domain name labels by the registry. For e.g. بر بر and ١٢٣اک  should be treated as 123اک
same.  These will follow the same policy as confusable characters at the registry level. 

5. Label and Character Separator 

In Arabic, words form cursive connections with surrounding characters for proper display. 
However, sometimes words may assume wrong shapes without a separator e.g.  دس دن will 
be displayed erroneously دسدن without a character separator. Space cannot be used to 
separate such words because it is not allowed in domain names. Unicode provides an 
alternate character called Zero Width Non-Joiner. As the name implies, a ZWNJ inserted 
between two otherwise combining characters causes them to be displayed as non-joined. The 
problem lies in the fact that most users in Pakistan are unfamiliar with this character and it is 
not available on keyboards.  

Another related issue is that of label separator. A label separator is used to delimit individual 
components of a domain name. ASCII domain names use dot 002E (.) to separate labels. In 
Pakistani languages such as Urdu, dash 06D4 (۔) is used as an end of sentence marker and 
thus, is a candidate label separator.  Also, the dash is mapped onto the dot on the keyboard, 
and the latter is not available on the Urdu keyboard. 
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(a) Discussion 

A number of different views exist on this issue. One solution is to use joined words 
without any character separators. For example دسدن instead of breaking the word at س. 
This idea supports the fact the domain names need not be meaningful strings.  

However, if characters need to be separated for achieving meaningfulness, then an 
alternate solution to ZWNJ is the use of Hyphen (-), since it is the only punctuation 
character allowed in domain names by IDNA.  

Another possibility is to allow space-to-ZWNJ mapping at the application layer. Thus, 
users need not be trained on ZWNJ, rather space can be used to separate characters (or 
words) which can be mapped to ZWNJ before the IDN is translated to ASCII and looked 
up. This solution is, unfortunately, not viable because it does not take into consideration 
clickable URLs and embedded links. URLs can appear anywhere in text for e.g. in word 
processor file and email applications. Space-to-ZWNJ mapping has to be standardized for 
all applications where a URL containing a domain name might appear.  

Since ZWNJ is required for proper display of words in almost all Pakistani languages, 
one alternative is to allow ZWNJ in IDNs as a character separator where necessary and 
users in turn be trained/familiarized with its usage. This can be achieved through adding 
an additional key for ZWNJ in conventional local language keyboards. Registrants can 
advertise registered domain names with ZWNJ to users.  

Since user training and awareness of use of ZWNJ in domain names is a prolonged 
process, therefore, hyphen can be used in addition to ZWNJ as a character separator in 
the meantime.  It is already allowed through ASCII so can be immediately put in effect.  

As far as the choice of label separator is concerned, most languages in Pakistan (except 
Urdu) use dot (.) as an end of sentence marker instead of dash (۔). Dot is also easier to use 
as it is standardized in the Internet and currently being used in ASCII domain names. The 
domain name system only supports dot between labels. Browser applications also support 
use of dot as label separator.  

If dash is used, the dash-to-dot mapping has to be standardized in all URL based 
applications. The only advantage of using dash is that keyboard switching is not required 
since it is encoded on Arabic keyboards by default. 

(b) Decisions and Recommendations 

It is decided through general consensus that dot (.) should be used as label separator. 
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Both hyphen (-) and ZWNJ should be available for use as character separators. 
Registrants who use ZWNJ in domain names should advertise and train users 
appropriately on ZWNJ in web addresses.    

The keyboards should be revised and make available dot, dash and ZWNJ characters, as 
@ sign has been made available for emailing, which the users also had to get used to. 

6. ccTLD String 

Currently, ccTLD strings are taken from the ISO-3166-1 standard two-letter country codes 
(.pk for Pakistan). With the advent of IDNs, though, the need arises for a standard country 
level string that can be used as an IDN ccTLD for all Pakistani languages. This requires the 
selection of one string in Arabic script.  

(a) Discussion 

Two suggestions are discussed regarding the choice of ccTLD string: use complete string 
for the Urdu translation of Pakistan or use an abbreviated string. The two contenders for 
ccTLD strings are ‘تان اک‘ and ’پاکس  Advantages and disadvantages for adopting .’پ
both are given below.  

Although ‘تان  is an unambiguous and complete representation for word ’پاکس
‘Pakistan’, it takes longer to type in than ‘اک  This is also supported by the fact that the .’پ
ccTLD for Pakistan in English is ‘.pk’ instead of the complete country name. An 
abbreviation in Urdu such as ‘اک   .can therefore be used ’پ

However, ‘اک  is not a semantic equivalent to ‘Pakistan’. It is a distinct word of Urdu ’پ
language with a meaning different than what is represented by ‘پاکستان’. Also, auto-
complete options exist in today’s browsers which automatically complete a string by 
inserting remaining characters after the first few are typed by the user. This will resolve 
the typing issue with a longer ccTLD string. 

(b) Decisions and Recommendations 

Observing the general consensus among all participants, it is decided that the country 
code top-level domain string for Pakistan will be تان اک where as ,.پاکس  will be .پ
reserved by the registry.  

All variants strings for all characters of the ccTLD string ‘تان  will also be ’پاکس
reserved with ICANN.  

For user convenience and ease of use, auto-completers should be implemented at the 
application level.    
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The full name, Islamic Republic of Pakistan, تان لام جمہوريہِ پاکس  should also be ,یاس
reserved by ICANN. 

7. gTLD Translations 

Like country-code TLD strings, appropriate translations for Generic Top-Level Domains 
(gTLDs) also need to be developed. These could either be complete strings, for instance 
ادارہ‘ .’ for ‘.organization’, or abbreviations comprising of first two or three letters of the 
translated string.  

Another important decision is regarding choice of language for the translation of gTLDs. 
Various possibilities are given in the subsequent section. 

(a) Discussion 

Translations of common gTLD strings (such as .com, .org, .net, etc.) can either be done in 
a single standard language (Urdu for example), or each language community can propose 
its own set of translated gTLD strings.  

Translations in a single language are easy to implement at country level, and can be used 
by registrants as standard gTLD strings. Multiple gTLD translations in all (or more than 
one) languages will be difficult to implement and can cause confusion among registrants.  

There are a number of propositions for translations of gTLDs. One is that English gTLD 
strings should be transliterated and adopted as they are. For example, کام. for .com, ز  .ب
for .biz, etc.   

Another possibility is to take only the first three (or few) characters of the translated 
string to provide shorter gTLDs, as in English, though such abbreviations will not be 
meaningful strings.  

Yet another option is that of using complete gTLD translations to preserve 
meaningfulness and using auto-completers to save typing time. 

(b) Decisions and Recommendations 

The following decisions regarding gTLDs for Pakistani languages are made.  

Meaningful translation should be developed for gTLDs, and provided to the registry. This 
should be done by a separate representative expert committee.  Auto-complete options 
should help in typing them.  Which gTLDs to offer would depend on registry’s business 
model.  gTLDs could be language specific or in Urdu, the national language, again 
determined by the business model of the registry. 
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General Recommendations for Registries Implementing IDNs 

Following are some of the general recommendations for registries that wish to implement IDNs. 

1. For labels containing variant characters, the registry should clearly define and draft a 
policy for handling such variants. Variant include all such characters which cause 
confusability in domain names. These fall into the following categories. 

- Exact shape variants 

- Similar shape variants 

- Composite character variants  

- Digits  

2. If a domain name contains characters that have variants (in the same or other languages), 
the registry should provide, at registration time, all possible labels that can be generated 
to the registrant. For e.g. when registering ١٢٣اردو, the variant label 123اردو should be 
bundled and made available at no extra cost so that all users globally with varied 
keyboard layouts should be able to access domain names in Pakistani languages.  Ease of 
use, searchability, predictability and dependability are the only features which will make 
IDNs successful in local languages.   

General Recommendations for Application Vendors  

To make combining characters such as diacritics and honorifics available in Pakistani language 
IDNs in the future, browser application vendors should enhance the display of IDNs in the 
address bar and elsewhere. This would reduce confusability when using diacritics in domain 
names.  
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Annex-A: Agenda of Workshop on Internationalized Domain Names for Local 
Content Development in Pakistani Languages, May15-16, 2009 

PROGRAM FOR 15TH MAY, 2009 

 
PROGRAM FOR 16TH MAY, 2009 

Time Agenda 
09:30 – 10:25  Registration and Tea 
10:25 – 10:30  Recitation 
10:30 – 11:00 Opening Ceremony 
11:00 –1:00 IDNs for Pakistani Languages 
1:00 – 1:45 Linguistic Diversity in Pakistan 
1:45 – 2:15 CRULP Open House 
1:45 – 3:00 Lunch and prayer break 
3:00 – 3:30 Disallowed characters  
3:30 – 4:00  Single vs. Multiple Language Tables 
4:00 – 4:30  Resolving confusion 
4:30 – 5:00 Digits and Separators 
5:00 –5:30 ccTLD String and gTLD Translations 
5:30 – 6:30  Tea Break 

Time Agenda 
09:30 – 10:25  Registration and Tea 
10:25 – 10:30  Recitation 
10:30 – 11:30 Summary of Issues and Public Feedback from Day 1 
11:30 – 12:00 Issue-1: Disallowed Characters 
12:00 – 12:15 Conclusion 
12:15 – 12:45 Issue-2:  Single vs. Multiple Language tables   
12:45 – 1:00 Conclusion 
1:00 – 1:30 Issue-3: Normalization and Confusability Resolution 
1:30 – 1:45 Conclusion 
1:45 – 2:45 Lunch and prayer break 
2:45 – 3:15 Issue-4: Digits and Separators 
3:15 – 3:30  Conclusion 
3:30 – 4:00  Issue-5: Choice of ccTLD String and gTLD 

Translations 
4:00 – 4:15 Conclusions 
4:15 – 4:30 Concluding Remarks 
4:30 – 5:00 Tea  
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Annex-B: List of Attendees 
 

Workshop on Internationalized Domain Names for Local Content Development in 
Pakistani Languages 

May 15, 2009 
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Workshop on Internationalized Domain Names for Local Content Development in 
Pakistani Languages 

May 16, 2009 
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Annex-C: Newspaper Advertisement 

 

 


